
Series summary: The 1980s continuation of the original 1960s science fiction series.

The hunted (1/8/1990)

Credits: director, Cliff Bole; writer, Robin Bernheim.
Cast: Patrick Stewart, Jonathan Frakes, Jeff McCarthy, James Cromwell.
Summary: An away team visits Angosia, a planet seeking membership in the Federation. As the team meets with Angosian Prime Minister Nayrok (Cromwell), a violent prisoner escapes Angosia’s penal colony. Picard immediately mobilizes his crew, and the escapee, Roga Danar (McCarthy), is captured and beamed aboard the Enterprise. The crew discovers that Danar is a former soldier, modified psychologically and biochemically by his government as a warrior. He is now considered unfit for civilian life, and with many others like him, has been exiled. This program has been described as an allegory for the treatment of American Vietnam veterans after the war.

No known reviews.
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